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ABOUT THE HOME
The architectural challenge of redesigning this home was to
complement the traditional detailing of the existing 4,200 squarefoot house, while reprogramming the residence to fit the lifestyle
and design sensibility of its current owners.
The original home was traditionally detailed and built in the 1990s.
The design team’s main objective was to infuse a modern aesthetic
into this traditional-style home, while introducing significantly more
natural light to the once dark living areas on the ground floor.
Introducing more light into the core of the home required
redesigning interior partitions and replacing ineffectively small
openings with new steel windows from Euroline Steel Windows
and Doors. However, instead of completely eradicating the
previous aesthetic, Chris and Killy worked to guide the traditional
beginnings toward a more modernist-leaning result.
For example, at the hearth Chris modified the existing casework
on either side of the fireplace and introduced a plaster wall with
steel trim around the firebox. On the ceiling of the living room they
kept the original crown moulding but borrowed the pattern of the
original crown molding to make a new fur-down in the center of
the room, creating a more intimate experience and more unified
spaces.
Since the home is for a busy family of five that really lives in their
space, the furniture had to be both durable and handsome. Killy
took a ‘high/low’ approach, mixing styles and price points to
achieve a sophisticated but family-friendly collection of furnishings
and accessories from a wide variety of both local and national
sources.
With the transformation of the home came uniquely contrasting
spaces, among which include the rich, peacock-blue powder
room with a narrative of stylistic differences; and the striking front
entry that greets guests with beautiful steel doors and a floating
oak stairway.
The design team credits the success of this project to their highly
collaborative approach.
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ARCHITECT,
DESIGNER, &
BUILDER INFO
Architect:
Sanders Architecture
Christopher Sanders, AIA
3706 Kerbey Lane
Austin, Texas 78731
512.482.9258
sanders-architecture.com
chris@sanders-architecture.com
Interior Designer:
Scheer & Co. Interior Design
Killy Scheer
706 W. Ben White Blvd.
Building B, Ste. 184B
Austin, Texas 78704
512.270.9322
scheer.co
killy@scheer.co
General Contractor:
MJS Design + Build
Michael Smeets
4002 Avenue C
Austin, Texas 78751
512.695.7659
mjsdesignbuild.com
michael.smeets@gmail.com

FABRICATOR &
INSTALLER INFO
Custom Steel Fabrication:
Steel House MFG
Owner, Jonathan Duke
512.961.4907
Venetian Plaster:
Sloan Montgomery Finishes
Owner, Sloan Houser
512.326.2120

Countertops:
Austin Granite Direct
Owner, Jose Berbel
512.825.5625
Flooring:
Wood Floor Mechanic
Randy Walsh
512.633.1489
Painting:
El Tejano Painting
Israel Toribio
512.422.1728
Tile Installation:
IFY Tile Installation
Owner, Christian Arroyave
512.576.3532
Electrical:
South Region Electrical
Lupe Gutierrez
512.378.0555
Plumbing:
Onion Creek Plumbing Inc.
Owner, Tim Kinsey
512.844.6748

PRODUCTS
Benjamin Moore Paints:
Walls: Tundra 2133-70
Cabinets, select walls: Stormy
Monday 2112-50
Select walls: Hale Navy HC-154
Powder Room walls: Marine
Blue 2059-10
Countertops:
DuPont Zodiaq Quartz Surface
in Snow White
Steel Windows & Doors:
Euroline Steel Windows

